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The Influence of Transcendentalism as revealed
in the Fiction of Nathaniel Hawthorne.
During the second quarter of the nineteenth century New England was stirred
greatly by Transcendentalism. Not only was the cultured class moved by this new
philosophy from Europe, but even the working class felt its effects. To quote
0. B. Frotningh^m, (l) "It affected thinkers , swayed politicians, guided moral-
ists, inspired philanthropists , created reformers." Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry
Hedge, Tneoiore Parker, Ellery Channing, George Ripley, and Llargaret Fuller were
influential leaders. They met for discussion, wrote and lectured.
To Emanuel Kant (1724-1804) a German philosopher, New Engl nd was largely in-
debted for the origin of the transcendental movement. Kitnerto philosophers had
been concerned with tue objects of the mind rather than with the mind itself.
Kant stressed the independence of the mind; he proved it a xhing apart from ex-
perience, ne used tue term "transcendent" to denote qualities tnat lie apart
from experience aud txic-t are not included within tue categories of thought.
'Transcendental' designated the fundamental conceptions, the universal and
necessary judgments, which transcend the sphere of experience, and at the same
time impose conditions that make experience tributary to knowledge." Kant em-
P^asized"the facts of consciousness" as tue basis of our being. He endeavored
to prove tnat "man's prime duty consisted in deference to the integrity of his
own mind." A new philosophy sprang ur with idealism as its seed. This idealism
Note (1) - Preface, pg. VI
(2) p. 12
(3) p. 12
Transcendentalism in New England..
0. B. Frothingham
Same book
Same book.
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had as its doctrine-- the Knowledge of ideas, x'rom which the knowledge of ob-
jects must proceed. Intuition, thus, was everything. From it, man received
an idea of God and of morality. These "ideas" inspired him to lead an upright
life.
Fredrick henry Jcobi, another German of the same century, furthered the
spread of Idealism, he accented Kant's theory of the independence of the mind,
and he worked with this to build up a system of faith. He stated that the sub-
jective reality implied an objective reality. Jacobi gave to the new philoso-
phy a touch of mysticism; Fichte added heroism. The latter worked to make the
average mind understand Kant's teachings, but he so emphasized the mind that
he overlooked the importance of the objective world. He carried Kant's tneory
too far. Fichte remarked of his predecessor's philosophy " (it) restrains the
imagination, gives reason sway, and raises the soul to an unspeakable height."
Scxierleirmacher pondered over the spiritual aspect of Idealism, (or as it
was soon termed "Transcendentalism."). He maintained that "religion was not
a system of dogmas, but an inward experience; not a speculation, but a feel-
ing," and that " its primal verities rested not on miracles or tradition, not
on the Bible letter or on ecclesiastical institutions, but on the soul's own
sense of things divine." His theory struck a blow at rationalism.
Herder writing on the spirit of Hebrew poetry pointed out the ^lace which
inspiration had in the human mind. The transcendental philosophers took ur
herder's view on the value of inspiration.
Note (l) - p. 27 Transcendentalism in New England,
0. B. Frothin~ham
(2) p. 49 Same book.
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Kant, Jacobi
,
Fichte, Schj.eircru.cher, and Herder-- the roaster and his four
disciples
— were the leaders of Transcendentalism in Germany. They taught a
new phase of philosophy to their country, and through it, to the world.
Other nations became interested in what they had previously felt, but never
voiced. The independence of the mind, the veracity of consciousness, the per-
ception of the divine in the soul, — all a part of Transcendentalism -- urged
;aan to strive for a lofty living.
The literature of Germany contributed to the growth of Transcendentalism
as much as did tne philosophy of Germany. Goethe, Schiller, and Novalls used
Kant's ideas in their writings. Carlyle interpreted these men for England and
America. Lam.-rtine and Ch te~ubriand reflected German thought in their French
letters
.
New England Transcendentalism owes as much to French philosophy as to
German, more ^eople in New England could read French than German. French
^hiloso^xiers borrowed Kant's teachings on idealism. But they had a social
philosophy of their own. This, too, cams to New England with transcendenta-
lism. The social philosophy of France was powerful several decades before the
advent of New England Transcendentalism; nevertheless its defense of the in-
dividual was handed down to New England. Volt-ire (1694-1778) had returned to
France from England where he had become acquainted with the views of the Eng-
lish philosopher, John Locke (1632-1704) who had pleaded for the individual
»
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liberty of conscience and tne natural rights of man. Volt-ire like Locke begged
religious toleration. Rousseau (171£-1778) , a member of the Encyclopedist group
which -ttaciced the work of eighteenth century France, adopted Locke's democratic
view of man. In the Soci- 1 Contract, Rousseau demanded "liberty, Equality, Fra-
ternity."
Rousseau and Voltaire awakened in other Frenchmen the desire for freedom.
Their social philosophies urged religious toleration, the freeing of slaves, a
just civil code, and fair system of taxation. The French Revolution (1789-
1795) was an outgrowth of the teachings of these philosophers. This revolution
established the rights of the individual. The newer French philosophy accepted
Kant's beliefs. Idealism appealed to the Frenchman who was now an individual.
Cousin showed his countrymen "the reality of our instinctive faith in God, in
virtue, in the human soul, in the beauty of holiness, and in the immortality
of m_ n. M
English progressives became proponents of French revolutionary ideas.
Wordsworth, the poet, had lived in France during the crucial years. Ee re-
turned to England with a love of equality and a true sympathy for man.
Godwin, a more radical persoa than Wordsworth, stated the rights of man.
The Romantic loets concerned themselves in their poetry with the subjective
mind and soul rather than with the objective world. Coleridge had spent a
year in Germany where he studied philosophy. Ke became interested in the
Note (1) - ^.57 Transcenientalism in New England
0. B. Frothingham.

tueological aspect of Transcendentalism. Carlyle had studied German litera-
ture about which in 1827 he published treatises that his countrymen might come
to know this literature he so much admired.
_ New England was gradually feeling the influence of Transcendentalism,
with which she was coming into contact through England and through France.
Coleridge and Carlyle wrote for American publications. The colleges acquaint-
ed tne youtn with English nd French literatures, both of which had a reflec-
tion of Idealism.
Altnough a few Harv. rd professors had carried on graduate work in Germany,
Fredrick henry ^edge was the first man among the New England Transcendentaiists
who studied t.iere. He spent five years in a classical school where he absorbed
German idealism. On his return to New England, he interpreted his knowledge
of this philosophy to Margaret Fuller, George Ridley, i-nd James Freeman Clarke,
and in 1833 he ^ublisned an article in The Christian Examiner on Coleridge and
German Metaphysics.
Under the influence of Hedge and his friends, New England readers ac-
quainted themselves with German and French philosophies in translation. They
soon learned of ide lism.
The sentiment of individual freedom had been prevailing among New Eng-
landers since they had fought for liberty in the American Revolution. Their
politics and taeir religion permitted individualism. Tne Congregational
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Religion had emphasized individuality in action and in thought; Unitarianism
had allowed Tree tninking-- in opposition to the dogmatic authority of ortho-
dox religions. The transcendental philosophy '"with its foundations in human
nature, and stress on the organic ca^: cities and endowments of the mind 11 ap-
pealed to those who were interested in individualism. Transcendentalism in
New England was a reaction from orthodoxy end utilitarianism; it was a means
of escape from trie philosophy of sensation to an ideil philosophy of the mind.
As Unit arianisa had mariced a change from intolerant Puritanism, so the new
movement had struck a blow at the rationalism of Unitarianism. Ralph Waldo
Emerson, a young Unitari n minister, took the initial step toward a new thought
movement based uA on transcendental philosophy. He resigned from the ministry
in 1632 because of his view in regard to the renunciation of symbolic sacra-
ments, and the traditional and authorized forms of creed and worship. His
essay, Nature , in 1636, revealed German ide lism and his address to The Di-
vinity School in 1840, summed up the idealistic tenets of Transcendentalism.
He stressed a hign^r order of ideas, a living f . ith in God, in Christ, -nd in
the Church. He said that the transcendentalist adopts the whole conviction
of spiritual doctrine. He believes in miracles, in the perpetual openness
of the human mind to new influx of light and power; he believes in inspira-
tion and ecstasy."
In the following year Tiieodore Parser brought about the detachment of the
Note (l) -p. 107 Transcendentalism in New England
0. B. Frothingham
(2) p. 127 Same book.

transcendental philosophy from the sensational philosophy in his sermon on
The Transient and Permanent in Cnristianity . He made a definite distinction be
tween the issues of the two philosophies.
The Transcendental Club had been established in 1836 before Emerson and
Parser had definitely expressed their opinions which influenced so many. This
club was started to discuss topics and philosophies of the day. Among its
members were Alcott, T-ioreau, John S. Dwight, Parser, Jones w Very, Brownson,
Samuel Osgood, m'arg-ret Fuller and Elizabeth Peabody. In 1840 The Dial , a mag-
azine of transcendental utterances, made its abearance with Emerson and Miss
Fuller, -s editors.
Transcendentalism in New England was now becoming a definite movement.
It taught (1) the intuitive knowledge of the divine. (2) of virtue, (3) of the
moral law. From these principles of intuitive ideas, the laws of living were
formulated. Religion became separated from dogma. Men were taught to look
within their souls for a true religion. They found inspiration in their souls
to make them seek a noble life. Self-culture became a requisite of the man
who was above all „n individual with intuitive learning. The Transcendenta-
list wished "to defend the soul's immediate connection with God. ,!
The introspective attitude of the Transcendentalist toward (l) the being,
(2) the nature, (3) and the welfare of the individual made him advocate reforms
educational and industrial ; the abolition of slavery; the right of the fran-
(I
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chise and a. better status of women. He also brought about an interest in spir-
itualism, uiesnerism and vegetarianism.
. The Brook Farm Movement was inaugurated by a grou^ of the Transcendenta-
lists to combine physical and mental labor. Llany cultured men . nd v>omen v.'ent
to West Roxbury in 1841 as members of the Brook Farm Association. George Rip-
ley h_d charge of the group. He ho^ed that he and his followers would find
V)
"the interior life" there. Codm. n remarks of this project—"They had gath-
ered together without any idea of scientific organization, but from profound
convictions of the ^resent wrong relations of the human brotherhood, from re-
ligious convictions of duty, and in the belief that they would increase in love
to each otner, and draw to themselves by their example the good and vase.
The members of Brook Farm never lost their individuality. (The earlier commun-
ity was not communistic
.
) The \ eople had religious freedom. They held intel-
lectual meetings in the evening, after a day of toil as tradesmen, agricultu-
ralists, and teachers. The children attended a school conducted by the more
cultured Brook Farmers
.
In 1843 the Association was reorganized under the scientific principles
Oof FOtUSUT, "God s^ees in the human race only one family, all the members of
which have . right to his favours." The following year Brook Farm joined with
the New York Socialists and continued until 1847 when the phalanstery was de-
stroyed by fire. For awhile the transcendental teachings of Brook Farm were
Note (1)
(2)
- p. 6
p. 251
Brook Farm
ii it
J. T. Codman

.'.ept -live by Ripley „nd others who went thence to New York City where for a
few months they continued the publication of the community's periodical, The
Harbinger . Trcnscendent-lism, thereafter, diminished as an important factor
in New England social, intellectual, and religious life.
0. b. Frotxiingham, in ending his history of New Engl-nd Transcendentalism
states-- "Transcendentalism was an episode in the intellectual life of New Eng
land; an enthusiasm, a wane of sentiment, a breath of mind that caught up such
as were ^re^ared to receive it, elated them, transported them, and passed on."
The philosophy of Transcendentalism was never systematically set forth
in New England where it had made a marked impression on the people. It was
indeed a r^ttuer vague idealism which, at times, derived its origin as frequent
ly from PI. to .s from Kant, Cousin, or Emerson.
I she 11 now endeavor to point out the re%l^Eion of Nathaniel Hawthorne to
New England Transcendentalism. I shall show him more as an on-looker than as
a participator in the Brook Farm Association and in his writings of that era.
bawthorne does work with the soul which interested the Transcendentalist , and
..e does have his characters act as self-reliant individuals, who are striving
to live nobly. On the whole, however, the influence of Transcendentalism is
.
a negative one with this New England writer.
I shall examine Hawthorne's creative works with the following transcen-
dental principles in mind, namely:-- (l) the intuitive knowledge of God,
Note (l) - p. 355 Transcendentalism in New England
0. b. Frothingham

-io-
cs) the intuitive knowledge of the soul, (3) the intuitive knowledge? of immor-
tality, (4) the awakening. of the individual and his worth to his fellowmen,
(5) the individual aspiration towards - lofty life in this world, (6) philan-
thropy and the numerous social reforms such as abolition of slavery and the e-
quality of women, (7) trie science of spiritualism.
Before discussing the influence of Transcendentalism in Hawthorne 1 s fic-
tion, I shall relate his connection with the movement at Brook Farm.
Nathaniel Hawthorne went to Erook Farm with little ardent zeal for
Transcendentalism. "But New England transcendentalism was too universal a move-
ment for anyone wholly to escape its influences. It was indeed a gospel ex-
pressly designed for the isolated Thoreau at Walden, and though Hawthorne's
solitude was less express and voluntary and certainly not of an explicit trans
ecendental sanction, but rather due to temperament and mood, it nevertheless
Postered his preoccupation with the soul rather than with the mind or the
senses." After Hawthorne had quit his custom-house position in Boston and
while he was considering a more generous arrangement of society and its conflict-
ing interests, a scheme was started which plainly proposed to settle the prob-
lem. " George Ripley was opening his community which planned to divide labor
that 11 mignt huve time for culture. This project a^ealed to Hawthorne,
and a short time after its establishment he was living there. Hawthorne had
two views in mind for becoming an associate of Brook Farm: first-- he ho^ed
"to find a suitable and economical home after marriage; and secondly, he
Note (1) - p. 99 American Prose Masters
W. C. Brownell
(2) p. 184 A Study of Hawthorne
G. P. Lathrop
(3) p. 186 Same book.
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wished to secure a mode of life, thoroughly balanced and healthy, which should
successfully distribute the sum of his life's labor between body and brain."
He was at West Roxbury for almost a year, yet few people knew him bee use of
his reserved manner. The retirement of his mother, with her young children
to :.iaine , after tae death of her husband, had left Nathaniel with an indelible
taint of solitude and reserve. Then, too, Salem, his home after his gradua-
tion from Bowdoin, was an isolated town in 1840. Hawthorne had not mingled
among ^.eople, and - 1though he hoped to do so at Brook Farm, he remained aloof.
Herbert Gorman said of him-- "Nathaniel Hawthorne walked arm in arm with soli-
tude." .... "He ^lone of the New England group, came from a
home that had been absolutely untouched by the new spirit in the air."
In one stnse of the word he was not of the New Engl-nd Renaissance, he shut
himself in with his soul. But in another sense of the word he did belong to
this Ren-issance of the mind in New England. He, like the others, succeeded
in regarding his environment with a certain degree of objectivity."
Yihile employed at the custom-house in Boston Hawthorne h_d been a caller
fre ^uently at the Peabody home, which was a transcendental center. Lass
Elizabeth ^eabody, sister of Sophia his future wife, entertained Emerson,
Channing, i.larg.ret Fuller. There he heard of the complete expression of one-
self. Yet his joining the community was hardly an outcome of his enthusiasm
for this group. He went to Brook Farm bee ute it was a refuge He was cer-
tainly not unduly feverish about the future of mankind or the ideals behind
Iviote (l) - p. 16 A Study in Solitude H. Gorman
(£) p. 18 " " "
(3) p. 19 » "
(4) p. 63
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t..e tsrook Farm experiment." "Tue unceasing observance that was so much a ^art
of his tolit.ry nature stored up impressions which were to be translated into
the pages of The Elithedale Romance some years later, and that is ^bout all
that Hawthorne got from his sojourn at Brook Farm. He was simply not the type
of mentality to assist at experiments. He could not let himself go."
When he went to Brook Farm Hawthorne anticipated leisure and quiet for
nis literary work, but he soon found his body too weary for physical labor
and his br^in too fatigued to accomplish any worth while contribution to let-
ters. At Brook Farm he lacked the solitude which was a requisite when he
wrote. Frothingham, discussing this phase of his life, sa^s, "Hawthorne's
temperament was not congenial with such c.n atmosphere, nor was his faith clear
or steadfast enough to rest contented on its idea."
We h_.ve seen what otner men had to say about Hawthorne's connection with
Brook Farm, let us see what he, himself, thought of his experience there.
The American note Looks contain the only reference to this era in his life,
except The Blithedale Roiiaice which h. d its setting there. AA-ril 13, 1841,
Hawthorne "likes his brethren in affliction" -- according to the entry in the
.iote book. Liay 4, 1541, he remarks , "I do not believe that I should be patient
here if I were not engaged in a righteous and heaven-blessed way of life."
These two quotations reveal satisfaction with his being a member of the asso-
ciation. But on August 12, tne same year, he is discontented-- "In a little
more than a fortnight I shall be free from my bondage,-- fre^ to enjoy nature --
Note (1) - p. 64 A Study in Solitude ... Gorman
(2) p. 170 Transcendentalism in New England,
0. B. Frothingham
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free zo think L.nd feel-- even rny custom-house experience was not such a thral-
dom and weariness; my mind and heart were free." September 3, 1841 from Salem
Hawthorne writes, "-ut really I should judge it to be twenty years since I left
Brook Farmj and I take this to be one proof that my life there was unnatural
and unsuitable, and therefore an unreal one. It already looks like a dream be-
hind me. The re^l Me was never an associate of the community; there has been
a spectral abearance there." Yet we find him back at West Roxbury, Se^teijoer
22. However, he is not content, "Here I am again, slowly adapting myself to
the life of this queer community, whence I seem to have been absent half a
lifetime,-- so utterly have I grown apart from the spirit and the manners of
the ^lace." November 12 he adds, "I will not spend the winter here. The time
will be absolutely thrown away so far as regards any literary labor to be per-
formed." He did stay on for awhile, but no further entries are made. Two
years later, while living in Concord, he realfes a conversation with Emerson,
April 8. "We ta lited of Erook Far^i, and the singular moral aspects which it
^resents, and the great desirability that its progress e.nd developments
should be observed and its history written."
Hawthorne did not take up any aspect of the transcendental philosophy
while at Brook Fsrm; yet much of it bee. me a ^art of his belief, as it did of
the active espousers. *^e had no definite philosophy, no definite religion;
he clung to many Furitanical beliefs. During his solitary youth, his mind
"acquired acute sympathy with all hidden tragedies of heart and brain."
"T^e universal matter-of-fact tone whicn he found among his fellow citizens
Note (1)
(2)
p. 160
p. 162
A Study of Hawthorne G. P. ijathrop
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was an incessant spur to him to maintain a counteracting idealism. " "^e t..rew
darts at the Transcendentalists , and fell asleep ove The Dial . " Hawtnorne
according to his son-in-law, "cherished a deep, strong, and simple religious
ft,
faith, but never approved of an intellectual discussion of religion." lie was
one of the great believers of his generation, but his faith exyres:. ed itself in
the negative way of showing how fragile are the ordinary aspects of reverence
in the world; now subject the best of us are to the undermining influence of
very great sin; and, on the other hand, how many traits of good there are by
consequence even in the worst of us." He aimed in his writings to show us that
the germs of tragedies are within ourselves. Gorman remarks of Hav.thorne's re-
ligion: "Hawthorne's religious affiliations were neuter. He did not attend
church and he did not accept iron bound dogma. He had fought clear of that
Puritan impulse. He certainly believed in a Divine rrovidence and his mind was
inexyriccbly interwoven with moralistic threads of impulse." He "preferred
the vague and undefined in nature itself as nearer to the soul."
"Beyond thinking tne vague and the mysterious nearer the soul and real truth
than the definite and explicit, he did not go." . . . "There was no mysti-
cism in his philosophy. He had no particular spiritual adventurousness . His
entire body of doctrine is traditional. . . . The emancipation of Tran-
scendentalism was as much moonshine to him as was the materialization of dogma
and doctrine ."
We
x
.erceive that the Erook Farm experience failed to make Hawthorne an
Note (1) - P« 206 A Study of Hawthorne G. P. Lathrop
(2) P • 567 Tales and Sketches - biography - Lathrop
(3) P* 296 A Study of Hawthorne
(4) P. 92 A Study in Solitude Gorman
(5) P« 70 American Prose Masters W. C. Erownell
(6) P- 100 n ll
ii ii
(7) P- 101 ii ii n
n
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active Tr. nscendentalist . It did, however, provide the background for The
Blithedale Romance which expresses some transcendental theories.
_^ Tue Blithedale Romance is in one sense the most closely related of Haw-
thorne's wri Lings to Transcendentalism, because it is a story with Brook Farm
as its setting. Yet its author has little of the real Brook Farm in it. In
0)
the preface to this story, Hawthorne remarks that it is "a faint and not very
faithful shadowing of Brook Farm in Roxbury." ^His (the author's) whole treat-
ment of trie affair is altogetner incidental to the main purpose of the remance
,
nor does he put forward the slightest pretensions to illustrate a theory, or
elicit a conclusion, favorable or otherwise, in respect to socialism." Never-
theless, it is interesting to study the characters with Broox Farm in mind.
We see Uiles Coveriale, in the second chapter, setting out for Blithedale in
quest of a better life. He, later in the story, relates the purpose of this
i_roup-- "to give up whatever we had heretofore attained, ior tne sake of show-
ing mankind the example of a life governed by other than the false and cruel
principles on which hurrun society has all along been basede" (This has the
same note of bettering huuianity as The Brook Farm Association.) Coverdale
continues, "In my own behalf, I rejoice that I could once think better of the
world's immovability than it deserved." Zenobia writes articles to help her
sex, as did Wiargaret Fuller who urged the equality of women in The Dial .
Hollingsworth concerns himself with philanthropy, a phase of Transcendentalism.
He had a pl^n for reforming criminals. Coverdale, like Hawthorne, disapproved
Note (1) - Preface p. 21
(2) p, 342
The Blithedale Romance
n ii H
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of liollingsworth' s enterprise.
It is very possible that Coverdale expresses the author's views of life at
Brook Farm. Like Hawthorne, he failed to find the ideal life tnere. He often
A.referred solitude though fond of society." He found a hermitage in the
woodc where he returned to know himself. "It symbolized my individuality, and
aide me in keeping it inviolate." He calls his brethren at the community "vis-
ionary transcendentalists who were seeking tne better life." Sneaking of their
aim, to combine physical nd mental work, he remarks, (similarly to Hawthorne
in his note-books), "Our 1 bor symbolized nothing, and left us mentally slug-
gish in the dusk of evening. Inteilectu 1 activity is inconp tible with any
large ..aiount of bodily exercise." Coverdale, too, is apposed to the e^u.lity
of women Like his . uthor he feeis that woman is man's superior. "God has
endowed her with the religious sentiment in its utmost depth and purity refined
from that gross, intellectual alloy with which every masculine theologist--
save only one, who merely veiled himself in mortal ani masculine shape, but
was, in truth, divine— has been ^rone to mingle it.
Hawthorne who himself never approved of philanthropy makes Coverdale
question the wisdom and virtue of liollingsworth' s endeavors. He states:
The besetting sin of a philanthropist, it appears to me, is apt to be a moral
oblicpuity. His sense of honor ceases to be the sense of other honorable men."
"Philanthropy, when adopted as a profession, to be often useful by its ener-
getic impulse to society, at large, (it) is perilous to the individual whose
Note (1) - p. 421 The Blithedale Romance
(2) p. 432
(3) p. 394
(4) p. 458
(5) p. 471
(6) p. 591
cI
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ruling rassion on one exclusive channel it thus becomes. It ruins, or is apt
0)
to ruin the neart." Zenobia, too, becomes disgusted with philanthropy. "Eut I
am weary of this place, and sick to death f playing at philanthropy and pro-
gress. Of all varieties of mock-life, we have surely blundered into the Very
emptiest mockery, in our effort to establish the one true system."
Spiritualism, an issue of Transcendentalism, is discussed by Coverdale
(Hawthorne scores against it in his note-books), "What can they indicate in a
spiritual way, except that the soul£ of man is descending to a lower ^oint
than it has ever before reached while incarnate."
CovercL. le sunmi-rizes his view of the Blithedale experiment
,
"Thus the
summer was passing away-- a summer of toil, of interest, of something that
was not pleasure, but which went deep into my heart, and there became a rich
experiment. I found myself looking forward to years, if not to a lifetime, to
be s x.ent on the same system." This remark differs from Hawthorne ' s vhen he
cannot endure even the thought of a winter at Brook Farm. Coverdale is more
contented, his looking bi.ck at the Blitnedale life later is perhaps similar
to Hawthorne's few more mature allusions to Brook Farm, especially, the one
quoted previously,— his t^lk with Emerson in 1843. Coverdale in the conclud-
ing chpter of the romance says, "Often, however, in these years that are dark-
ening around me, I remember our beautiful scheme of a noble and unselfish life;
and how f. ir, in that first summer, appeared the prospect that it might endure
for generations, and be perfected, as the ages rolled away, into the system of
HOte (1) - p. 595 The Elithedale Romance
(2) p. 545
(3) p. 394
(4) p. 458 "
(5) p. 471
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a people and a world !-- ...ore and more I feel tliat we had struck u^on what ought
to be a truth."
Henry James remarks of this tale, "the effect of the novel is to make one
think more agreeably of life." Surely this is a transcendental touch to a ro-
mance with a tr. ntcendental setting.
We must look more closely at The House of the Seven Gables for the influ-
ence of Transcendentalism. Here it is not the setting, but the characters who
show this tendency. Holgrave, the da guerreotypist , is a reformer like many
Transceadentalists . "He had tne str ngest companions imaginable-- reformers,
temperance lecturers, and all manner of cross-looking philanthropists .
• Holgrave had been with a Fourieristic community and later had been a lecturer
of mesmerism. These were both phases of Transcendentalism. "With all his va-
ried positions he had never lost his identity. He had never violated the inner-
most man, but carried his conscience along with him." The author, in a further
com-uent, says, "and the haughty faith with which he began life, would be well
bartered for a humbler one at its close ; in discerning that man's best directed
effort accomplishes a kind of dream, while God is the sole worker of realities."
In this same ch-pter on Holgrave the author continues, "The true v~lue of his
character lay in that deep consciousness of inward strength, which made all his
past vicissitudes seem merely like a change of garments; in that enthusiasm, so
quiet that he scarcely knew of its existence, but which gave a warmth to every-
thing that he laid his hand on; in that personal ambition, hidden — from his
Note (1) - p. 128 The House of the Seven Gables
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own as well ->s other eyes-- among his more generous impulses, but in which lurked
a certain efficacy, that might soMify him from a theorist into the chaapion of
some practicable cause. Altogether, in his culture and want of culture,— in
his crude, wild and misty philosophy, and the practical experience that counter-
acted some of its tendencies; in his magnanimous zeal for man's welfare, and
his recklessness of whatever the ages had est.blished in man's behalf; in his
faith, and in his infidelity; in what he had and what he lacked-- the artist
might fitly stand forth as the representative of many compeers in his native
land." This ^assage evidently describes many a Tr-nscendentalist
.
Holgrave' s interest in reform centred .round the link of the Pyncheon
0)
family with the ^ast. He felt that people should get aw y from the past, "which
^»lies upon the Present, like a giant's dead body." He was convinced that/ "once
in every half century, at longest, a f_mily should be merged into the great ob-
scure mass of humanity and forget all about its ancestors." Holgrave had been
studying the Pyncheons with this theory in mind. He thought they should aban-
don the ancestral home. Eut with the winning of Phoebe Pyncheon for his wife,
he changes his r-dical views on reform, and is to conform himself "to laws,
and the peaceful practice of society." He even regrets the abandoning of
the House of the Seven G-.bles. Holgrave is not an extreme reformer.
;-hoebe Tyncheon represents Hawthorne's ideal woman. "There was a spirit-
ual quality in Phoebe's ctivity. The life of the long and busy day— s^ent
in occupations that might so easily have taken a squalid and ugly aspect
—
Note (1) - p. 228 The House of the Seven Gables
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had been made pleasant and even lovely by the spontaneous grace with which these
homely duties seemed to bloom out of her character." Ag^in in the book we find
tnis same note of aspiration, "The shadows of gloomy events, that haunted the
else lonely and desolate apartments; the heavy, breathless scent which death had
xeft ,in more than one of the bed-chambers, ever since his visits of long ago;--
these were less powerful than the purifying influence scattered throughout the
atmosphere of the household by the presence of one youthful, fresh, and thorough-
ly wholesome heart."
Clifford Pyncneon's role in this romance is bordering on the ideal rather
than the actual world. Hawthorne comments, "Indeed tuere was something too fine
and delicate in Clifford's traits to be perfectly appreciated by one whose
sphere lay so much in the actual as Phoebe's did. "-.This ^oor, forlorn voyager
from the Islands of the Blest, in a frail bark, on a tempestuous sea, had been
flung by the last mountain wave of his shipwreck into a quiet harbor." The
author ponders over Clifford's separation from the world-- "Had this veil been
over him from his birth? — this veil, under which far more of his spirit was
hidden than revealed, and through which he so imperfectly discerned the actual
world?" Clifford in his seclusion had been unhappy; he was beginning to find
contentment with his cousin Phoebe ani sister Eepzibah, in the garden, which
"was the Eden of a thunder-suiitten Adam, who had fled from refuge thither, out
of the same dreary and perilous wilderness into which the original Adam was
expelled." Clifford does struggle and finally gets into the world when he
Note (1) - p. 171 The House of the Seven Gables
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makes Ee^zib h go with him away from their old home. He thus finds happiness,
and remarks-- "The soul needs air; a wide sweep and frequent change of it." Too
much seclusion thwarts the soul.
Hepzibc:h Pyncheon, too, was cut off from the world by remaining "by herself
in the House of Seven Gables. Hawthorne comments, "In her grief and wounded
pride, Hepzibah had s^ent her life divesting herself of friends; she had wilful-
ly cist off t^e support whichaGod has ordained his creatures to need from one
another." "She had dwelt too much alone .
.
; she needed a walk along the
nooncL:y street to keep her sane. lie^zibah is the antithesis of a Transcendent-
alist who was so desirous of helping his fellowmen and v;ho sought for himself
the constant expansion of life. Hawthorne's scoring against Clifford's and
her seclusion from society puts him in sympathy with the transcendental teach-
ing of man's service to nis fellow beings.
Uncle Venner portrays the old philosopher who is cheerful despite poverty.
Holgrave says he "has the principles of Fourier at the bottom of his wisdom;
only they have not quite so much distinctness in his mind, as in that of the
systematized Frenchman." Clifford calls him "the only philosopher I ever knew
of whose wisdom h_s not a drop of bitter essence at the oottom." Hawthorne
mildly attacks ti^e philosophy of his day in the foregoing quotations.
The House of Seven Gables itself is a vital part of this romance. Haw-
throne analyzes the mouldy mansion as he does the souls of its occu^nts.
(W
"The old mansion was itsalf like a great human heart, with a life of its own,
and full of rich" and sombre reminiscences."
Rote (1) - p. 328 The House of the Seven Gables
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I h^ve pointed out the allusions to Transcendentalism in The Elitnedale
Romance and in The -louse of Seven Gables . The Blithedale story has the setting
and project of Brook Farm. Coverdale , Zenobia and Hollingsworth are typical
associates. Miles Coverdale seeics to keep his individuality; Zenobia labors
for her sex; Hollingsworth struggles in behalf of philanthropy and criminal
reform. The transcendental teaching of individuality, of philanthropy, of re-
form -- secondary though they are to the primary intuitive idealism-- could
group a writer with the members or the transcendental class, if he voiced these
matters favorably. Hawthorne, however, speaks through Miles Coverdale, the
observer of the Blithedale experiment. Like the author he disapproves of phi-
lanthropy, criminal reform, and the equality of women. Neither Coverdale nor
Hawthorne could be cited as an expounder of Transcendentalism from this romance.
The introspective method of The House of the Seven Gables links the style
of Hawthorne as an author with the Tr^nscendentalists . Like these men he works
with the soul. This novel has no stressing of intuitive knowledge of divinity
which was the basis of Tr - nscendentalism in New England. Hawthorne's characters,
iiolgrave and Phoebe, are to be sure two self-reliant individuals. Holgrave, t.*e
)
reformer, is affected by the teachings of his day; Phoebe is a noble young woman
who is more the superior of man than his equal. Clifford lives in the world of
ideas. HepZib^h' s seclusion harms her soul. The House of the Seven Gables like
The Blithed- le Romance mentions transcendental teachings, but it does not em-
phasize these ideas in such a manner as to prove the author influenced by Tran-
r
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scendentalism in a positive sense.
^ The Sc-rlet Letter and The Marble Faun are ^iore in^tTos^ective in method than
is Ins House Oi t.,e S^vs^ Gables . The author probes deeply into the souls of
cnaracters in both books. It is, however,, the effect of sin on the souls that
interests Nathaniel Hawthorne. This preoccupation with sin is a Puritan in-
heritance rather than a Transcendental influence. These two romances are, on
the whole , splendid illustrations of the negative position of Hawthorne in re-
gard to Transcendentalism.
C;. nby discusses Hawthorne's study of sin excellently. "The single-mind-
edriess of his Puritan ancestors, their dee-, concern with problems of grace,
salvation and of conscience, descended to him in full force, but in interest-
ing tr reformation. Problems of character, ethics, and the nature of the soul
supplanted the Puritan's interest -- but the habit of mind, the conscious in-
trospectiveness of the Puritan remains ;nd becomes the rrime characteristic of
Hawthorne .
"
Tne Tr nscendeat list arrived at a knowledge of his soul through his in-
tuitive instinct of a God and of the individual's relation to God. He looked
4
into his soul, which connected him with God, to discover a religion. This re-
ligion taught him virtue and a noble moral code. He found no connection be-
tween sin and his soul. Theodore Parker went so far as to deny that there was
such a word as sin. The Transce^dentalist looked into his soul for aspiration
in this world and for confidence in immortality. His intuitive feelings were
Note (1) - p. 39 Development of Short Story Canby

uplifting; hence he felt sin but a moral defect which would be remedied in time.
Nathaniel Hawthorne considered the seriousness of sin; he felt that it was more
than a moral defect and that it deserved a careful analysis in its effect u^on
the soul.
The Scarlet Letter takes us back to the Puritan era for its setting. The
author searched deeply within the souls of Hester Prynne and Arthur Dimmesdale
to show the readers what sufferings these two characters had endured because of
their uiutual sin. Their relation, as individuals to God and to society, is
pointed out. In The Scarlet Letter Hawthorne dealt with the . subtleties and
.mysteries of life, the moral and spiritual maze."
We ere introduced to Hester rrynne as she mounts with her child, the scaf-
fold in the market olace where trial and condemnation of the erring are made.
We watch her endure the eye of her townspeople during her stand there. Imme-
diately we sense a soul undergoing torture. In later scenes following her re-
lease from prison) we see her bravely wear the searlet A on her bosom while the
infant is now e child who notices the crimson letter on her mother's sombre
grey garment. Hester ministers unto the sick ;nd sorrowing, but "in all her in-
tercourse with society, however, tiiere was nothing that made her feel :S if
she belonged to it." Little Pearl, too, was excluded. "I.iother and daughter stood
together in the same circle of seclusion from human society." . . . "When
^.trxngers looked curiously at the scarlet letter,-- and none ever failed to do
so-- they branded it afresh in Hester's soul." She herself felt that the letter
Note (l) - p, 117 Hawthorne - Henry James
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11 g ve her a sympathetic knowledge of the hidden sin in other hearts." As time
went on Heater's good deeds and demeanor obliterated the true signifies ace of
the scarlet letter. Individuals in priv te life, meanwhile, had quite forgiven
Hester Prynne for her frailty, nay more, they h^d begun to look upon the scar-
let letter as the token, not of that one sin, for which she had borne so long
and dreary a pen-.nce, but of her many good deeds since-- the scarlet letter
had the effect of the cross on a nun's bosom." Hester's suffering had purged
her.
3-
Pearl is more fantastic than real
.
She is an elfin. "The child could
not be made amenable to rules. In giving her existence a great law had been
broken; and the result was a being whose elements were perhaps beautiful, and
" ft)brilliant, but all in disorder. In the nature of the child seeded to be
perpetuated those unquiet elements that had distracted Hester --rynne ^efore
Pearl's birth. "The motner felt Pearl the retribution of her sin. Through
her ciiild she might escape Satan. Pearl was a symbol between Hester and Dimmes-
dale. Tne child often questioned her mother about the scarlet letter^ until
one day she told her mother that it was worn for the same reason as the min-
ister ke^.t his hand over his heart.
While Hester Prynne#wat publicly bearing the wages of her wrong doing,
what wac Arthur Dimmesd-le , the minister, her sharer in the sin doing?
Hester had refused to name the father of her child; so Dimmesdale continued
as a zealous clergyman. "While thus suffering under bodily disease, -nd
Note (1) - p. 110 The Scarlet Letter
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gnawed and tortured by some black trouble of the soul-- tne Reverend Mr. Dimine
dale had achieved a brilliant popularity in his sacred office." He could not
confess. *
"
The only truth that continued to give Mr. Dimmesdale a real exis-
tence on this earth was the anguish in his inmost soul, and the undissembled
Eta
expression of it in his aspect." he had, "the gnawing and poisonous tooth of
bodily pain on his breast."
Roger Chillingv.orth— the husband who had sent Hester alone to this coun-
try— endeavored to be a physician to the ailing minister. But he was really
getting "into the poor clergyman' s heart, like a miner searching for gold."
to
"For seven ye -rs Chill ingworth' s interest was in the analysis of a heart, full
of torture." When Dimmesdale learned through Hester, what Chillingworth was
about, the minister says-- "fte are not, Hester, the worst sinners in the world
There is one worse than even the polluted priest. That old man's revenge has
been blacker than my sin. He has violated in cold blood, the sanctity of a
human heart .
"
Dimmesdale • s sin h^d infected his body; Chill ingworth had dissected his
heart. Nothing remained of the mortal man; and so he succumbed during the
Election Day festivities. But not before he took Hester Prynne and little
Pearl on the platform with him. In answer to Hester's query about their
meeting again, he mumbles-- Hush, Hester, hush! Tine law we broke! the sin
aere so awfully revealed!— let these alone be in thy thoughts." ....
"It may be that when we forgot our God-- when we violated our reverences each
(1) - P- 178 The Scarlet
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for the otner's soul,——it was, tnenceforth, vain to ho^e that we could meet
hereafter, in . n everlasting and oure reunion. God knows; and lie is merciful."
Tne Sc. rlet Letter is a perfect study of the analyses of two erring and
suffering souls. Lost as DimmescLle felt himself he still hoped to guide the
)
other 50UI aright; fallen as was Hester, she never sent another along her path.
They both bettered humanity. Their author may have a transcendental purpose
behind this novel-- his desire to uplift man, but his prim: ry motive was the
Puritan introspective study of sin in the soul.
Tne Marble Faun , like The Scarlet Letter , reflects the moralistic trend of
Puritan thought-- the effects of sin. Again does Hawthorne probe deeply into
the soul. We watch Miriam, then Donatello, and even Hilda suffer. Hilda is a
spiritual type of womanhood living up to lofty ideals. Miriam is more human
and frail. Donatello possesses childlike simplicity of heart, until Miriam's
error infects him with evil-
This romance or wonte Beni is "the story of the fall of man." Miriam
asks,v'*"»Yas that very sin— into which Adam precipitated himself and all his
race,— was it trie destined means by which, over a long pathway of toil and
sorrow, we -re to attain a higher, brighter, and profounder happiness than our
lost birthright gave?" Donatello reflects the fall of man. He with an" unso-
phisticated heart" is a f 1 un-like youth who enjoys romping with nature. Until
he meets Miriam he has known only contentment. In contrast to his simple nature,
Note (1) - p. 4S1 The Marble Faun
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tae young woman has a heart "turbid with grief or wrong." She warns Donatello
to keep away from her, lest his heart become infected as hers. His love for
Miriam xeeps him close to her, until one night he hurls a man over the _.reci-
^ice. This m^n had in some way a.nnoyed Miriam. After committing the murder--
"-I1 his youthful gc^yety, and with it his simplicity of m_nner was eclipsed,
if not utterly extinct. No longer do the ~nim_ls and buds of nature, at his
country castle, sootne the young count. His spirit is undergoing agony, henyon--
tne artist friend of happier days — ^erceives "a soul being breathed in Donatello.
11
-in has educated Donatello, and elevated him." The author ponders over this,
csTi
and asks, "Did Adam fall, that we might ultimately rise to a far loftier para-
dise?" Donateilo's >. c^u int--nce with evil had made him human, instead of the
It)
ideal faun of other days. He had "a more definite and noble individuality
,
(but) developed out of grief and ^ain, and fearfully conscious of the pangs that
had given it birth."
What was the wrong that Miriam had done to cause the fall of Donatello?
Hawthorne never definitely states Miriam's crime. Whatever it was, it had af-
fected her whole being, try as she did to loose herself from it. The reader is
^rone to feel, as did the author, that Miriam was but a witness and the model
(whom Donatello hurled to death) was the doer. He kept close to Miriam to re-
mind her of her sharing in evil. Hawthorne unveils Miriam's struggle and the
effects of her sin.
Hilda, the quiet New England maiden, was brought into contact with error
Note (1) - p. 213 The Marble Faun
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when she witnessed the glance Miriam g-.ve Don-.teiio and its consequence. ..e
must first observe Hilda's nature to comprehend how horrible such a spectacle
was to her. Hawthorne makes her "a partly ideal creature." She did not n dwell
in our mortal atmosphere
—
,;
"Her womanhood is of the ethereal ty^e, and incom-
patible with any shadow of evil." Even in her career she had sacrificed her-
self "to the devout recognition of the highest excellence in art." She became
a copyist of the masters, rather than a creative artist, her as^.itations were so
lofty. Like Phoebe in The Louse of Seven Gables Hilda has "moral s^otles. ness .
"
To discover her companions, Miriam and Donatello, guilty of evil, is a calam-
ity to Hilda. She no longer can accept Miriam's friendship. For weeks Hilda
suffers; then, one day, she unburdens her heart in a Catholic confessional.
Hawthorne felt this phase of Catholicism lofty enough to regenerate the saint-
ly Hilda. She tells the priest % fter her confession--"Only our Heavenly Father
can forgive my sins; and it is only by sincere repentance of whatever wrong I
may have done t and by my own best efforts towards a higher life, that I can hope
for his forgiveness."
Kenyon, the sculptor, is an observer rather than participator in this story.
He saw the man Donatello emerge from the faun-like youth. Like Hawthorne, Kenyon
sees into people. His bust of Donatello shows "the riddle of the soul's growth,
taking its first impulse amid remorse and pain, and struggling through the in-
crustations of the senses."
There is scarcely an evidence in The Marble Faun that would affirm the
Note (1) - p. 81 The Marble Faun
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transcendental tendency of Nathaniel Hawthorne Perhaps Kenyon's looking into
Donatello's soul and Hilda' "moral spotlessness" have a slight tinge of tran-
scendental teaching. This romance , on the other hand, like The Scarlet Letter
,
has strong negative proofs in regard to Nathaniel Plawthorne's position during
the era of Transcendents lism. These two romances Eet him apart as an independent
thinker and writer. When other men were breaking away from the final e^.eck of
their Puritan inheritance, he dared to retain the moralistic impulse in his
studies of sin.
- Many Twice Told Tales and Mosses from an Old Llanse demonstrate Hawthorne's
use of the moralistic element, . s did these two romances. They give evidence of
a Puritan author more tnan of a Transcendents list . "Hawthorne's Puritan eye is
ever seeKing the effect of the world u^.on character or toe soul." The theme of
The Ambitious Guest ,-- the futility of ambition-- and of The Birthmark ,-- fail-
ure in search for hum-.n perfection-- illustrate Hawthorne's interest in the ef-
fect of the world u^on character. The minister in The i,iinister's 51-CK Veil wore
a veil as a symbol of the worldliness on every f-ce. The bride in The Wedding
Knell heard the death bell" toll at her wedding to deprive her of worldliness."
The soul is examined in Fancy's Show Eox . iainted by an artist of wondrous
power, and terriole acquaintance with the secret soul, they embodied the ghosts
of all the never per^ertrated sins that had glided through the lifetime of Mr.
n
Smith. In this same story the author describes the working of sin on the soul.
m^
It is not until the crime is accomplished that guilt clinches its grip upon
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i
the guilty heart, and claims it for its own. Then, and not before, sin is actu-
ally felt and . cknowledged, and if unaccompanied by repentance, grows a thousand
-
i old more virulent by its self-consciousness." Edward R. ndolph' s -ortrait shows
that the torture of the soul had come forth u.-on the countenance."
One phase of Transcendentalism that Hawthorne always treated ironically
is philanthropy. The Snow Image has an ironic opinion about the philanthropic
Ljt. Lindsey's bringing the snowchild to the fire One of its lessons might be
that it behooves men, and especially, men of benevolence to consider well what
they are about, and before acting on their philanthropic purposes, to be quite
sure that they comprehend the nature and all the relations of the business in
hand.
The study of sin in the above T'.iioe Told Tales and the opposition to the
transcendents 1 teachings philanthropy in The Snow Image^illustrc tes once again
Hawthorne's se rara"fion from the Transcendentalists . His other volume of tales,
Mosses from an Old Manse , furnishes further negative material in our study of
the transcendenta.1 influences on Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Rappaccini's Daughter has a moral theme — trie effects of poisoning the
mind. The Hall of Fantasy warns one not to live too remote from the actual
world. (Many Tr; nscendentalists dwelt in the realm of ideas.) Let us be con-
tent, therefore, v.ith merely an occasional visit for the sake of spiritualiz-
ing the grossness of this actual life, and prefiguring to ourselves a state in
which the idea sh_ 11 be all in all. The virtuoso in "The Virtuoso's Collection
Note (1) - p. 303 Twice Told Tales
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is a ai- n closed to idealism. He is the practical person "whose soul is dead
within him." He asserts^."idy destiny is linked v/ith the realities of earth. You
are welcome to your visions and shadows of a future state, but give me what I
can see, and touch, and understand, and I ask no more." Owen in The ^-.rtist of
Beautiful was , for a time, a believer "in only what he could see nd touch."
The author in Earth's Holocaust asks, "Is not the human heart deeper than any
system of philosophy?" This query tends to show Hawthorne unperturbed by any
philosophy, not even Transcendentalism.
The introduction to Rappaccini's Daughter asserts Hawthorne's position as
a writer apart from the Transcendentalist group. The author is speaking of
if)
M. de l'Autepine (himself).-- "he seemed to occupy 411 unfortunate position be-
tween the Transcendentalists (who under one name, or another, have their share
in all current literature of the world) and the great body of pen-and-inkmen
who address the intellect and sympathies of the multitude. If not too refined
at all events too remote, too shadowy, and uns .ubste ntial in his modes of de-
velopment to suit the taste of the latter class, and yet too popular to satis-
fy the spiritual or metaphysical requisitions of the former, he must necessa-
rily find himself without an audience, except here and there, an individual or
an isolated clique." Hawthorne considered himself as having no link with the
Transcendentalists, and this should be a valuable testimony in the denying
of the influence of Transcendentalism on him.
There are, to be sure, positive signs of Transcendentalism in The Twice Told
Tales and in Losses .roa an Old Manse as there were in The House of the Seven
Gables . These evidences, however, are usually faint allusions. I shall point
them out.
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We detect belief in the immortality of the soul (This is not peculiarly
Transcendental, but it was a part of their intuitive doctrine) in the Toll
Gatherer's Say-- "Rest, rest thou weary world ! for tomorrow's round of toil and
pleasure will be as wearisome as today's has been; yet both shall bear thee on-
ward a day's march of eternity." In A Sunday at Home Hawthorne sh^ws belief in
intuitive religion: "it must suffice, that, though my inner man goes constantly
to church, while m.ny, whose bodily presence fills the accustomed seat, have
left their souls at home. The Transcendental doctrine of going apart to know
ft)
one's individual self is aptly expressed in Footprints on the Sea Shore: "But
grudge me not the day that has been spent in seclusion which yet was not soli-
tude; since the great sea birds are my friends, and the wind has told me his
secrets, and airy shapes have flitted around me in my hermitage. Such compan-
ionship works an effect u^on a man's character, as if he had been admitted to
the society of creatures that are not mortal, _nd when, at noontide, I tread the
crowded streets, the influence of this day will still be felt, so that I shall
walk among men kindly and as a brother,-- but yet shall not melt into the in-
distinguishable mass of humankind. I shall think my own thoughts, and feel my
own emotions, and possess my individuality unviolated."
Idealistic aspirations are seen in the lofty struggles of Ernest to be
VI)
like The Great Stone Face -- "he had thought and felt so much, he had given so
many of the best hours of his life to unworldly hopes for some great good to
m_nkind, that it seeded as though he had been with the angels, and had imbibed
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a portion of their wisdom unawares . . . not a day passed by that the world
was not the "better because this man, humble as he was, had lived." Surely,
Ernest has the transcendental aspiration of helping humanity.
Hawthorne alludes to the individual soul in A Rill from the Town Fump .
Tne ruiQf says- "In the moral welfare which you are to wage— and, indeed in the
wnole conduct of your lives— you who have never permitted the dust and sultry
atijosphei-e , the turbulence and manifold disquietudes of the world around me to
reach tnat deep, calm well of purity, which may be called my soul." The child
nelps the man in Little Annie's Rambla , "as the pure breath of children revives
the life of aged man, so is our moral nature rewarded by tneir free and simple
thoughts, their nature feelings, their ciry mirth.
. In the introduction to Mosses from an Old Manse the author speatcs of the
soul. "The earthliest human soul has an infinite s^iritu^l capacity and may
contain the better world within its depths. This is the transcendental idea
of u.n intuitive religion. The doctrine of immortality is mentioned in The New
Adam and Eve-- "Should our earthly life be leaving us with the departing light,
we need not doubt that another morn will find us somewhere ieneath the smile
of God." The worth of the individual (especially of a genius), is pointed out
in Tne Artist of the Beautiful . "It is requisite for the ideal artist to pos-
sess a force of character that seems hardly compatible with its delicacy. He
must kee^ his faith in himself while tne incredulous world assails him with its
Note (1) - p. 172 Twice Told Tales
(2) p. 152
(3) p. 16 Mosses from an Old 1,'ianse
(4) p. 302
(5) p. 412
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utter disbelief. He must stand up against feiankind and be his own disciple Loth
as respects his genius and the objects to which it i^ directed." In this same
story Hawthorne, although he prefers the ideal man, shows how difficult a task
ne nas
. "Thus it is that ideas, which grow up within tne imagination and ap-
pear so lovely to it and of a value beyond whatever men call valuable, are ex-
pose! to be shattered and annihilated by contact with the practical.
The Christmas Banquet has two characters who could be classified as Tran-
scendentalists . One is a philanthropist, and the other is a woman, "brooding
over the wrongs of her sex." P's Correspondence contains a man "with a woman
equal by his side." One of the clients at The Intelligence Office was "looking
u
for his own sphere in the world. philanthropy, woman's equality, . nd man's
individuality— transcendental teachings— are thus mentioned, but not comment-
ed upon by Hawthorne.
The affirmative statements in The Twice Toid Tales and in Mosses from an
Old i.ianse do not seem to be as strong utterances, on the whole, of Transcendent-
alism, as were the negative remarks (directly or indirectly) o^osed to its
views. When the author states a doctrine of Transcendentalism favorably, he
often makes little comment, but when he voices his disapproval of a transcen-
dental opinion, he frequently discus.es it at length. It is likely that Haw-
thorne's positive tendencies toward Transcendentalism-- namely: a belief in
intuitive religion ^.nd the true value of the individual— come from within him-
self, and are taerefore, in a sense, not a j roduct of Transcendentalism, but the
Note (1) - p. 512 Mosses from an Old Iilanse
(2) p. 343 «
(3) p. 423 »
(4) p. 365 "
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expression of a man who has pondered over these truths uy himself. They are not
given a prominent place in his stories because Hawthorne never considered them
transcendental beliefs only. On the other hand, those reforms which Hawthorne
opposes are given a j rominent place in a story to show his opposition to these
transcendental teachings. Hawthorne is aware of his disapproval, much more fre-
quently than of his approval. The Puritan inheritance, the study of the effects
of sin, is however, an indirect negative sign of the author's separation from
the transcendental group of men. Hawthorne does not use this method to stand
apart from Transcendentalism. He employs it unconsciously.
^
An analysis of Hawthorne's unfinished works, Se^:timius Felton and Xhe
Solliver Romance reveal little Transcendentalism. Septimius Felton is an "inter-
nal"£tory. It is a subjective study. Felton wants to get at the principles and
systems from which we were all created." He is seeking an earthly immortality,
rather than a spiritual immortality. The Dolliver Romance is also a search for
the elixir of life. Hawthorne in both stories scorns men who search for earthly
immortality. He is a true believer in the immortality of the soul, as were the
Transcendentalists , but not for transcendental reasons.
I shall now indicate any negative or i ositive reflections of Transcendenta-
lism in Hawthorne's note books, Tales and Sketches , and the Life of Franklin
Pierce
.
(3
J
iX - The doctrine of individualism is detected in The American Note Eooks .
During 1836 Hawthorne writes-^Every individual has a place to fill in the world
and is important in some respects, whether he chooses to be so or not." An entry
0>
i
in 1841 discloses tne writer's belief in intuitive religion in tne soul. "If we
would Know what aeaven is oefoi^e we come tnither, let us retire into the deaths
of our s^irixs, and we shoill find it taere among noly tnougnts and reelings."
hawthorne, while admitting the trutn of intuitive religion and e revereuce for
tae soul, liice the Trinscendentaiist , is in this entry sreaKing ago ins t Spirit-
ualism which many Tr-mscenu.entaj.ist% who overstretched the soul, ado r ted. he
continues, "The view whicn I take of this matter is caused by no want of faith
in mysteries; but from a dee^ reverence of the soul and of the mysteries which
it knows within itself out never transmits to the eye and ear."
A jotting in Our Old home ^roves nav*tnorne 1 s uelief in immortality. "The
cathedral showed me how earthly I was but yet whiskered deeply of immortality.
"
In this same book we f ind, ^God, himself, cannot compensate u. for being Dorn
for any ^eriod thort of eternity. All the misery endured nere constitutes a
claim for another life, and still more, all tne happiness involves something
more than earth owns, and needs something more than a mortal capacity for the
equipment of it."
hawthcrne remarks in Tne hnglisn Note hooks in regard to spiritualism, "This
matter of spiritualism is surely the strangest tnat ever was heard of; and yet
i/'eel unaccountably little interest in it."
) Tales ana Sketches nas an illusion to the iaeal rather t^an tne actual world.
In Graves _.nd Goblins the writer states, "all true and nobie thougnt, and elevated
Note (1) - p. 18 Septimius *elton '
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imaginations , are but x artly the of f£^ ring of the intellect which seems to ^ro-
auce tnem." (Tuey come from the soul, too). In A took of Autogra^xxs iie says, -
"Human nature craves a cert in materialism, and clings pertinaciously to what is
tangible, as if txi^t were of mors importance txxan the spirit accidentally in-
volved in it."
Tue Life of Franklin fierce illustrates Hawthorne's idea of reform- "'what-
ever contributes to the great cause of good, contributes to ail its subdivisions
and varieties j and on this score, the lover of his race, the entxiusiast, the
^hilantiiro^itt of whatever theory, migat lend his aid to ^ut a man into the lead-
erani^ of txie woritf s affaire." HdWtxiorne is a conservative reformer.
^ — I
have pointed out the negative and rotitive signs of Transcendentalism in
txie writings of Nathaniel Hawthorne. To connect tnese evidences definitely with
the seven principles which I selected for the oases of my study of transcendental
influence, I shall summarize them with illustrations.
1 - The intuitive knowledge of God.
A Sunday at Home and The American Note Books have passages which reveal
Hawthorne's sense of intuitive religion.
- The intuitive Knowledge of the soul.
Txie introduction to Alosses from an Old Manse and Trie American Note Books
affirm Hawthorne's beiief in a soul which man ^erceives in himself.
3 - The ioc trine of immortality.
Our Old Home , The Toll Gatherer's Day , The New ^dam and Eve , Se ptimius
0>
»
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Felton , and Tne Dolliver Romance , all, have references to a spiritual immortality
of tne future.
4 - The value of man as an individual.
Footprints on t^e Se ^.hore , Tne Artist of thg beautiful , Tne American iviote -
tooKs, tne cnaracters of Coverdale and Rolgrave, contain references to tne import-
ance of man as an individual.
5 - Tne aspiration for a moral and a noble life.
The cnaracters of rhoebe, Hild^ and Ernest exemplify ^eo^.le striving to
live rightly.
6 - Tiie variout s ocia.1 reforms
.
Hawthorne, in the Life of Franklin rierce explains hit idea of reform. In
tne Snow Image and in Tne Biitnedaie Romance ne attacks philanthropy; also in
Tne Blithedale Romance ne disdains Zenobi_ ' s tracts in defense of ner sex.
7 - The science of spiritualism.
Tne /uaerican and Tne Sngiish Note Bootes disclose the -utnor's oprosition
to spiritualism.
Of t-iese seven points whicn I selected for a study of the influence of
Transcendentalism in Nathaniel Hawthorne, I have ;hown that he was in accord
v.ith the first five and at variance with tne last two. Yet I am endeavoring
to £rove that he was not influenced by Transcendentalism. He accented tne prin-
ciples not as a Transcendentalist , but as a man who had pondered over the
V
^niloso^ny of life. He has, as he remarks in The American Note Books, "a deep
Note (1)
(2)
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reverence for the soul"; he is confident of immortality in tne same note Looks
;
he reveals his faith in intuitive religion in A Sunday at Home ; he accents man's
individuality in Footprints on the Sea. Shore ; he has Ecnest in The Great Stone
Face help juumanity Ly living nobly. Txie Bllthedale Romance has tue setting and
project of Brook Farm. Coverdale, Zenobia, and Hollingsworth are typical asso-
ciates. Miles Coverdale seeks to retain his individuality, Zenobia labors for
her sex, Hollingsworth plana philanthropic reforms. In The Iiouse of the Seven
(Tables . Ilolgrave is a reformer, Clifford dttells in the realm of ideas, Phoebe
lives nobly. All are ch. r:.cters with transcendental teachings, but they do not
stress these traits sufficiently to classify their author as a Transcendentalist
sither in The Bllthedale Romance or in The House of the Seven Gables .
When Hawthorne states a doctrine of Transcendentalism favorably, he often
makes aittle comment, but when he voices his disapproval of an opinion he fre-
quently discusses it at length. In The Christmas Banquet he mentions a woman
brooding over the wrongs of her sex, but he does not comment on her rights for
a better or equal status. On the other hand, whenever he has the opportunity^ he
attacks philantliropy . Coverdale expresses the author's vie«s in The Blithedale
Romanoe , ~nd Hawthorne, himself
,
speaks ironically in The Snow Image .
Q
_
Hawthorne's Puritan inheritance-- the study of moral problems ~nd the effects
of sin-- is an indirect negative evidence of the author's separation from the
Transcendentalists. He employs the *aethod unconsciously to set him apart. He
concerns himself with the study of the effects of sin tnroughout The Scarlet
244
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.Letter and The Ll^rble Faun . The Transcendental is ts had "broken away from this Puri-
tan inheritance of studying moral problems. Llany Twice Told Tales and Llosses from
an Old Manse reflect this same Puritan attitude. The Minister's Black Veil
,
Lady
Eieanore's Lantle, The Birthmark are three of the many stories concerned with moral
problems
.
The moralistic vein in the fiction of Nathaniel Hawthorne, together with
nis fev. utterances against transcendental doctrines marks him a man not influenced
by Transcendentalism. He observed the doings of his day, but he failed to adopt
the nev. ideas, even when he was a member of The Brook Farm Community.
t
The Influence of Transcendentalism as Revealed in
the Fiction of Nathaniel Hawthorne.
A Comprehensive Summary.
Transcendentalism had its origin in Germany during the late eighteenth
century. Emmanuel Kant, a German philosopher, showed that the mind was in-
dependent of experience, but that the latter was tributary to the workings
of the mind, lie taught idealism, namely, that the Knowledge of .all objects
must proceed from the Knowledge of ideas. With ideas as a basis, Kant
pointed out that man found God and his own soul.?, from within. lie advocated
intuition. Jacobi and Fichte worked with Kant's theories. Scherleirmacher
studied the spiritual aspect of idealism deeply. He asserted that religion
was an "inward feeling." He struck a blow at rationalism.
The literary men of Germany were as influential as were the philosophers.
Goethe, Schiller and Novalis employed Kant's ideals.
The social philosophers of France in the middle eighteenth century
sougnt religious toleration and equal rights for man. Voltaire and Rousseau
borrowed John Locke's, the English philosopher's, ideas of liberty, equal-
ity and religious toleration. The success of the French Revolution marked
a victory for social philosophy. Modern French philosophers adopted Kant's
*
Su..L.i&ry - £
idealism. Cousin explained the reality of instinctive faith to his country-
men.
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Carlyle introduced Transcendentalism into England.
Wordsworth brought the social value of man from France; Coleridge returned
from Germany with definite religious views; Carlyle interpreted the great
literary writers of Germany.
New England Transcendentalism came from Germany, France and England.
Henry Hedge, a New Englander, explained the German idealism which he had
studied in German schools. Students read French history and philosophy;
English translations of German literature and literature. Their minds began
to question. First, the religious phase was given all emphasis; from this
a desire to help humanity sprang up. Various reforms were inaugurated. The
Hrook Farm Settlement was started to enable man to live in an ideal manner.
George Ripley undertook the burden of the Brook Farm Association. Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Ellery Channing, and Margaret Fuller, who were leaders of
Transcendentalism, advocated the settlement, but they never became members.
Nathaniel Hawthorne went to the farm because he had recently lost his custom
house position and because he was seeking a suitable home for himself and
future wife
.
A few months of toil disgusted Hawthorne. He was unable to do liter-
ary work. He remained the best part of the year 1841. With the exception
of The Blithedale Romance and the entries in the note books, he did not al-
lude to this experience.
Hawthorne's connection with Transcendentalism is negative. He does
accept some of its theories such as tne intuitive belief in God, in the soul,
4
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and in the immortality of the soul; he does approve of man's individuality
and his aspirations for a noble life.- Ke opposes Transcendentalism in his
views on philanthropy
,
reform, equality of women, and spiritualism. He
shows that he is not influenced by Transcendentalism when he concerns him-
self so often with moral problems which the Puritan pondered over, but that
the Transcendentalist overlooked.
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